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Abstract Most dust forecast models focus on short, subseasonal lead times, that is, 3 to 6 days, and the
skill of seasonal prediction is not clear. In this study we examine the potential of seasonal dust prediction
in the United States using an observation‐constrained regression model and key variables predicted by a
seasonal prediction model developed at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, the Forecast‐Oriented Low Ocean Resolution (FLOR) model. Our method
shows skillful predictions of spring dustiness 3 to 6 months in advance. It is found that the regression model
explains about 71% of the variances of dust event frequency over the Great Plains and 63% over the
southwestern United States in March‐May from 2004 to 2016 using predictors from FLOR initialized on 1
December. Variations in springtime dustiness are dominated by springtime climatic factors rather than
wintertime factors. Findings here will help development of a seasonal dust prediction system and
hazard prevention.

Plain Language Summary Severe dust storms reduce visibility and cause breathing problems
and lung diseases, affecting public transportation and safety. Reliable forecasts for dust storms and
overall dustiness are therefore important for hazard prevention and resource planning. Most dust
forecast models focus on short‐time forecasts extending out only a few days. The capability of
seasonal dust prediction in the United States is not clear. Here we use a statistical model and
precipitation, surface wind, and ground surface bareness from a seasonal prediction model driven by
observational information on 1 December to predict dustiness over major dusty regions in the United
States in spring. It is found that our method can largely capture the year‐to‐year variations in
dustiness over the Great Plains during March‐April‐May and partially over the southwestern United
States. The finding here will help the development of a more reliable seasonal dust prediction system in
the future.

1. Introduction

Mineral dust plays an important role in the climate system and local environment. Dust particles absorb and
scatter both solar and terrestrial radiation, thus affecting the local radiative budget and regional hydrocli-
mate. For instance, dust is found to amplify severe droughts in the United States by increasing atmospheric
stability (e.g., Cook et al., 2008, 2009, 2013), to modulate the North American monsoon by heating the lower
troposphere (Zhao et al., 2012), and to accelerate snow melting and perturb runoff over the Upper Colorado
River Basin by its deposition on snow (e.g., Painter et al., 2010, 2018).

Dust particles also affect air quality. Over the southwestern and central United States, fine dust (with an
aerodynamic diameter < 2.5 μm) is an important component of total particulate matter 2.5 (PM2.5) mass,
contributing about 20–50% to total PM2.5 mass in the southwestern and central United States in spring
and summer (Hand et al. 2017).

Severe dust storms degrade visibility and cause breathing problems and lung diseases, affecting public trans-
portation and health (e.g., Giannadaki et al., 2014; Goudie, 2009; Kolivras & Comrie, 2004; Schweitzer et al.,
2018). It is found that dust storms are associated with increases in nonaccidental and cardiovascular mortal-
ity in the United States (Crooks et al., 2016). Tong et al. (2017) found that incidences of Valley fever in
Arizona are associated with dust storms.
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Reliable forecasts for dust storms and overall dustiness are therefore important for public safety and health
and resource planning. Some regional or global models provide dust forecasts for 3 to 6 days. For instance,
the Navy Aerosol Analysis and Prediction System (NAAPS) is an operational global aerosol model
(Christensen, 1997; Reid et al., 2009; Witek et al., 2007) using the meteorological analysis and forecast vari-
ables from the Navy's Operational Global Analysis and Prediction System (NOPAPS) to provide 6‐day fore-
casts of dust, sulfate, and other aerosols (Rubin et al., 2016; Westphal et al., 2009). SKIRON/Eta system
developed at the University of Athens (Kallos et al., 2006) provides operational dust and weather forecasts
over the Mediterranean region for 3 to 5 days. The Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)‐dust model is
fully embedded in the non‐hydrostatic multiscale model developed at the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction to provide regional or global short to medium range (~3 days) dust forecasts
(Haustein et al., 2012; Pérez et al., 2011).

Dust forecast models are either online coupled with or offline driven by weather forecast models, which pro-
vide necessary meteorological conditions for the dust scheme to simulate the life cycle of the dust. Longer‐
lead predictions, that is, seasonal dust prediction, are less studied. Different from weather forecast, seasonal
prediction is not only an initial‐condition problem but also a boundary‐condition problem that is somewhat
similar to decadal prediction or climate change projections (Doblas‐Reyes et al., 2013).

There are a few studies of seasonal dust prediction in Asia through statistical methods (Gao et al., 2010;
Sohn, 2013). For instance, Gao et al. (2009) examined the potential of using previous annual mean precipita-
tion to predict subsequent springtime dust storm frequency in the Inner Mongolia region as precipitation
can influence soil moisture and vegetation growth. Over sub‐Saharan Africa, zonal wind speed in
November‐December has been used to predict dust related Meningitis incidence in January‐May (Pérez
García‐Pando et al., 2014). To the best of our knowledge, however, few studies investigated seasonal dust
prediction in the United States or used dynamic seasonal prediction models for dust prediction.

Here we examine the potential of seasonal prediction of dustiness in the United States by using an
observation‐constrained regression model (Pu & Ginoux, 2017) and meteorological fields (as predictors)
from a coupled global seasonal prediction model, the Forecast‐oriented Low Ocean Resolution model
(FLOR; Vecchi et al., 2014), developed at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (NOAA/GFDL). Pu and Ginoux (2017) found that surface wind,
land surface bareness, and precipitation are key controlling factors affecting the interannual variations in
dustiness in the United States, which statistically explain about 49–88% of the variances of dust event fre-
quency over the southwestern United States and Great Plains during the recent decade. Using the regression
model that reveals the relative importance of the controlling factors spatially and the controlling factors
predicted by FLOR with 1 December initial conditions, we examine the capability of predicting springtime
dustiness in major dusty regions in the United States. The potential sources of predictability are also
discussed by comparing the above method with a one‐season‐lead regression model.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data

Dust optical depth (DOD) describes the column integrated optical depth due to the extinction of dust. Daily
DOD is retrieved from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Deep Blue aerosol pro-
ducts (collection 6.0). Retrieval methods and estimated errors can be found in detail from Ginoux et al.
(2012) and Pu and Ginoux (2018). MODIS DOD data have been used to study dust sources (Baddock
et al., 2016; Ginoux et al., 2012), dust variations in the Middle East and United States (Pu & Ginoux, 2016,
2017), and model inter‐comparison (Pu & Ginoux, 2018). Daily DOD derived from Aqua satellite products
on a 0.1° by 0.1° grid from 2003 to 2016 is used in this study.

Dust event frequency is calculated by dividing the number of dusty days, that is, days when daily DOD is
greater than one standard deviation (over 2004‐2016), in each season to the total number of days in the
season. This variable is used to quantify local dustiness. The results and conclusions would not change
much if the frequency of occurrence (Ginoux et al., 2012) is used to quantify dustiness, that is, defining
a dusty day as days when daily DOD is greater than a threshold, for example, DOD ≥ 0.02 (Pu
et al., 2019).
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Main dust sources in the United States are located over the southwestern and central United States (Ginoux
et al., 2012). We therefore focus our analysis over these regions. Two averaging boxes, the southwestern
United States (32–42°N, 105–124°W) and the Great Plains (25–49°N, 95–105°W), are defined following Pu
and Ginoux (2017) to cover major dust sources. In the Great Plains, we further examined dustiness in the
southern Great Plains (25–38°N, 95–105°W) and northern Great Plains (38–49°N, 95–105°W).

In addition to local sources, Asian dust has been found over the western United States in spring (e.g.,
Creamean et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2012) and African dust over the southeastern United States during the sum-
mer (e.g., Perry et al., 1997; Prospero, 1999). Since DOD is a column‐integrated variable that does not distin-
guish local dust from remotely transported dust, in this study we do not separate local and transported dust
as well, but focus on overall dustiness.

Surface wind, precipitation, and bareness are identified as key variables that affect the overall dustiness in
the United States in the present climate (Pu & Ginoux, 2017). These factors have also been found by earlier
studies to affect the emission and transportation of dust (e.g., Fécan et al., 1999; Gillette & Passi, 1988;
Zender & Kwon, 2005). For instance, surface wind can lift dust from the bare surface to the atmosphere
and transport it away from the source regions, while precipitation can remove small particles by scavenging
and also increase soil moisture and enhance soil cohesion to prevent wind erosion. Vegetation coverage, on
the other hand, can reduce near‐surface wind by increasing surface roughness and also sustain soil moisture
(e.g., Raupach, 1994; Zender et al., 2003).

Surface 10‐m wind speed from the ERA‐Interim (Dee et al., 2011), precipitation from the NOAA
Precipitation Reconstruction over Land [PRECL; Chen et al., 2002], and leaf area index (LAI) from
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite retrieval (Claverie et al., 2014; Claverie
et al., 2016) are used to construct the regression model and validate FLOR predictions. These datasets have
been used to examine the connection between dustiness and its dominant controlling factors in the United
States and globally (Pu & Ginoux, 2017, 2018). Details about these datasets can be found in Text S1 in the
supporting information. Bareness is defined following Evans et al. (2016) as Bareness = exp(‐1×LAI).
High value of bareness indicates low vegetation coverage, and vice versa.

2.2. Prediction Based on FLOR Ensemble Output and a Regression Model

The dust event frequency is predicted at each grid point on a 1.0° by 1.0° resolution as the following:

Dust event frequency ¼ RP×PF þ RV×VF þ RB×BF þ C (1)

where RP, RV, and RB, and C are springtime regression coefficients of precipitation, surface wind, and bare-
ness, and a constant value, respectively, from Pu and Ginoux (2017). The regression coefficients are obtained
by regressing DOD onto standardized observational controlling factors in the same season. Details about the
coefficients in each season can be found in Pu and Ginoux (2017). PF, VF, and BF are standardized precipita-
tion, surface wind, and bareness calculated from FLOR ensemble predictions. Since spring is one of the pri-
mary dust seasons in the United States, we use the controlling factors predicted by FLOR (i.e., precipitation,
surface wind, and bareness) in spring, which is initialized on 1 December, to examine dust prediction
capability of one season ahead.

FLOR is one of GFDL's present real‐time seasonal prediction models and one of the North American
Multimodel Ensemble [NMME; Kirtman et al., 2014] models that provide operational seasonal‐to‐
interannual predictions. The atmosphere and land components of FLOR are from the GFDL Coupled
Model version 2.5 [CM2.5; Delworth et al., 2012] with a horizontal resolution of about 50 km and totally
32 vertical levels. The ocean and sea ice components are developed from the GFDL Coupled Model
version 2.1 [CM2.1; Delworth et al., 2006; Gnanadesikan et al., 2006; Wittenberg et al., 2006], with a horizon-
tal resolution of about 100 km and 50 vertical layers. FLOR shows skill in seasonal prediction of different
variables in the tropics and extratropics (Vecchi et al. 2014; Jia et al., 2015; Kapnick et al., 2018; Yang
et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018).

Two groups of FLOR ensemble simulations, En1 and En2, are used, each containing 12 members integrated
for 12 months. Details about initial conditions in En1 and En2 can be found in Text S2. The setting of En1 is
the same as that used by FLOR in the NMME. Note that monthly LAI in this group has no interannual
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variations and corresponds a model simulation. Therefore, the prediction using En1 output only considers
the contribution of surface wind and precipitation to the variations in dustiness.

Settings in En2 are the same as En1 except (1) the atmosphere and land initial conditions are from a FLOR
simulation nudged toward reanalysis and observations, instead of from an Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP)‐type ensemble simulation as in En1 (see Text S2 for details), and (2) LAI
in En2 contains interannual variations and is identical for all the ensemble members. The atmosphere
and land initial conditions in En2 are considered to be more realistic than that in En1 due to the nudging
process. It is thus found the predictive skill in En2 is higher than En1 for United States summer temperature
(Jia et al., 2016) and winter precipitation pattern over the western United States (Yang et al., 2018).

The retrospective predictions from both En1 and En2 from 2003 to 2016 are used. All the monthly variables
from FLOR are interpolated to a 1.0° by 1.0° grid to be consistent with the regressionmodel. Wemainly focus
on predicting the anomalies of dust event frequency, that is, the interannual variations in dustiness driven by
the variations in the controlling factors (PF, VF, and BF). This reduces the uncertainties associated with the
constant value C in the regression model (equation (1)).

2.3. A one‐season‐lead regression model

To explore the sources of predictability, we also develop a one‐season‐lead regression model based on
observational data alone. The multiple linear regression coefficients are determined by regressing DOD in
the current season onto standardized surface wind, bareness, and precipitation in the preceding season.
The regression coefficients and observed controlling factors in December‐January‐February (DJF) are used
to reconstruct dustiness in March‐April‐May (MAM).

3. Results
3.1. Seasonal Prediction From the Regression Model and FLOR Output

Figures 1a and 1b show dust event frequency from MODIS (blue) and the prediction using the regression
model and variables predicted by FLOR En1 ensemble mean (orange) for MAM, averaged over the
southwestern United States and the Great Plains. The grey shading shows the range of the prediction from
12 ensemble members. Over the southwestern United States, the dustiness peaks during 2007‐2008 and
2012‐2013 in MODIS, largely associated with California droughts from 2007 to 2009 and from late 2011 to
2016 (also extending to early 2017; Seager et al., 2015; Ullrich et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2016; Xiao et al.,
2017). Such a connection between droughts and increased dustiness in the United States is also noticed by
Pu and Ginoux (2017). The prediction using En1 output largely misses these maxima of dustiness and overall
has a negative correlation with MODIS (Figure 1a).

Over the Great Plains, the dust event frequency peaks around 2011 to 2012 in MODIS (Figure 1b), corre-
sponding to the severe droughts in the southern Great Plains in 2011 (e.g., Fernando et al., 2016; Pu et al.,
2016; Seager et al., 2014) and over the central United States in 2012 (e.g., Hoerling et al., 2014; Seager &
Hoerling, 2014). In addition to precipitation deficit, enhanced surface wind and reduced bareness also con-
tribute to the increase in dustiness during 2011‐2012 in the Great Plains (Pu & Ginoux, 2017). A secondary
peak in 2008 is largely associated with the dry condition over southern Texas from 2008 to 2009 (McRoberts
& Nielsen‐Gammon, 2012; Miller & Shank, 2013; Nielsen‐Gammon & McRoberts, 2009). The prediction
largely captures these maxima but overestimates dustiness from 2004 to 2007. The correlation between
the prediction using En1 ensemble mean and MODIS is 0.82 from 2004 to 2016, indicating that the predic-
tion statistically explained about 68% variances of dust event frequency.

When the output from En2 ensemble is used, the interannual variations of dust event frequency is better
captured in both regions, with correlations of 0.79 and 0.84 for the southwestern United States and the
Great Plains, respectively (Figures 1c and 1d). However, over the southwestern United States, magnitudes
of the anomalies are still underestimated.

Why do predictions with En2 ensemble perform better than those of En1? The differences between En1 and
En2 ensemble means can be largely attributed to the different land and atmosphere initial conditions. Land
initial conditions, such as soil moisture, which has a memory up to several months (e.g., Entin et al., 2000;
Koster et al., 2004; Koster et al., 2011), are critical for seasonal prediction of temperature and precipitation
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(e.g., Jia et al., 2016; Koster et al., 2011; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2018). Information of low‐
frequency planetary waves (Shukla, 1981) in the atmospheric initial conditions is also an important
source for predictability. More realistic land and atmosphere initial conditions in En2 thus improve
precipitation and surface wind predictions over the southwestern United States and central Great Plains
in spring and consequently improve the prediction of precipitation or surface wind induced variations
in dustiness in the Southwest and the northern Great Plains (Figure S1 and Text S3 in the
supporting information).

We also tested the prediction skill by combining the predicted controlling factors from En1 and En2 into one
big ensemble (i.e., with 24 ensemble members), and the results are not overall better than using En2 alone
(see Text S4 and Figure S2 for details).

3.2. Case Study

In addition to testing the prediction skill of regional means, we also examine the spatial pattern of the pre-
dicted dustiness anomaly. Two case studies are selected: (1) one year when both the Southwest and Great
Plains show negative anomaly of dust event frequency, 2010, and (2) a period when the dustiness in the
Great Plains is largely enhanced, 2011‐2013 (Figure 1). Predicted anomalies for each year from 2004 to
2016 are shown in Figure S3.

Figure 2a shows the climatology of dust event frequency from MODIS in MAM. The high‐frequency values
are largely located over California and Arizona in the southwestern United States and over Texas, Kansas,
and Nebraska in the Great Plains. In 2010, both the Southwest and the Great Plains show a reduced
dustiness in MODIS (Figure 2b). The spatial pattern over the Great Plains is better captured when using
the En2 ensemble mean, although the magnitude is overestimated over eastern Texas (Figures 2c and 2d).
The negative anomalies over southern California and western Arizona are however not captured
(Figure 2d), largely due to the misrepresentation of the variations in bareness (Figure S4d). As revealed by
the En2 variables, such an overall reduction of dustiness over the Great Plains is largely contributed by
variations in surface wind, with precipitation over the western to southern Great Plains and bareness in
the central to southern Great Plains playing important roles (Figures S4b‐S4d).

During 2011‐2013, spring dustiness increased over the southwestern Great Plains, southern California, and
western Arizona but decreased over central California and northeastern Great Plains (Figure 2e). Both pre-
dictions using the En1 and En2 ensembles miss the dipole anomalies in California, possibly due to biases in
regional circulation and hydroclimate associated with spatial resolution in FLOR (Kapnick et al., 2018),

Figure 1. Regional averaged dust event frequency (anomalies) using output from (a and b) En1 and (c and d) En2 ensembles in (a), (c) the southwestern United
States (32–42°N, 105–124°W), and (b and d) the Great Plains (25–49°N, 95–105°W) for MAM. Results from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) and the prediction using ensemblemeans are plotted in blue and orange lines, respectively. The grey shading indicates the range of the predictions from 12
ensemble members.
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although positive anomalies over the Great Plains are largely captured (Figures 2f and 2g). The increases in
dust event frequency over the southern to central Great Plains are contributed by all the controlling factors
(Figures S4f‐S4h).

3.3. Role of Land Surface Bareness

Since En1 ensemble does not include the interannual variations in surface
bareness (or LAI), here we further examine the influence of bareness
on seasonal dust prediction by comparing predictions using different con-
trolling factors from FLOR ensembles (Figure 3). The correlations and
root‐mean‐square error of each prediction are shown in Table S1 in the
supporting information.

More than 65% of the variances are explained over the southern Great
Plains and the Great Plains by using only precipitation and surface wind
from En1 ensemble (Figure 3, first column). When including bareness
from En2 ensemble (Figure 3, third column), higher variances of dusti-
ness are explained over the Great Plains. This is consistent with Pu and
Ginoux (2017), who found bareness plays an important role in the varia-
tions in dustiness over the western and part of central Great Plains.

For predictions using En2 ensemble, including the interannual variations
in bareness increases the explained variances from 15 to 63% in the south-
western United States (Figure 3, fourth and second columns), although
explained variances are slightly reduced over the southern Great Plains,
likely due to the misrepresentation of the interannual variations in bare-
ness in this region.

Figure 2. (a) Climatology (2004‐2016) of dust event frequency (%) in March‐April‐May (MAM), and anomaly (with reference to the climatology; %) in 2010 from
(b) Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), (c) prediction with En1 ensemble, (d) prediction with En2 ensemble, and anomalies averaged
between 2011 and 2013 from (e) MODIS, (f) prediction with En1, and (g) prediction with En2. The dotted area indicates that at least eight out of the 12 ensemble
members show the same sign as MODIS anomalies. Missing values are shaded in grey. The black boxes denote the averaging areas over the southwestern
United States (box 1) and northern (box 2) and southern Great Plains (box 3). Pattern correlations (uncentered) between the predictions and MODIS over the
southwestern United States (first) and the Great Plains (second) are shown in bottom left in blue.

Figure 3. Variances (%) of March‐April‐May dust event frequency
explained by predictions using different combination of Forecast‐Oriented
Low Ocean Resolution (FLOR) ensemble variables, from left to right: En1
ensemble, En 2 ensemble, precipitation and surface wind from En1 ensem-
ble and bareness from En2, precipitation and surface wind from En2.
Different color indicates different averaging regions: the southwestern
United States (SW), the Great Plains (GP), the northern Great Plains (NGP),
and the southern Great Plains (SGP). P, V, and B denote precipitation,
surface wind, and bareness, respectively. The black dots denote results from
each ensemble member.
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To quantify the role of bareness bias on prediction skill, we repeat our analysis with observed bareness from
AVHRR (Figure S5). The explained variances are much better captured in the En1 case (increase more than
20%) and over the Great Plains in the En2 case (increase ~15%) with observed bareness. The magnitude of
interannual variations in dustiness over the southwestern United States is also better represented in the
En2 case (not shown). This indicates that bareness plays an essential role in seasonal dust prediction, and
improvements in LAI predictions in addition to precipitation and surface wind prediction may further
enhance the prediction skill of dustiness.

3.4. One‐Season‐Lead Regression Model

The regression model by Pu and Ginoux (2017) is developed by relating dust event frequency to concurrent
controlling factors. Is it possible to use observed variations in the controlling factors one season ahead to pre-
dict the dustiness in the current season? We first calculate regression coefficients using wintertime control-
ling factors and springtime dust event frequency. Over the southwestern United States and Great Plains, it is
mainly bareness and precipitation (and consequently soil moisture) in winter that are likely to affect the
springtime dustiness, while surface wind plays a minor role over a small portion of western Arizona and over
parts of the central Great Plains (Figure S6a). In general, the area with statistically significant regression
coefficients is less than that in the concurrent springtime regression (Figure S6b), indicating weaker influ-
ences of wintertime controlling factors on springtime dustiness than springtime controlling factors.

Figure 4 shows reconstructed springtime dust event frequency (orange) using the coefficients from the one‐
season‐lead regression model in MAM and observed controlling factors in DJF. The interannual variations
in dustiness is partially represented, and about 58% of the variances over the Great Plains and 50% over the
southwestern United States are explained, much lower than that captured by observed springtime control-
ling factors (76‐79%; Pu & Ginoux, 2017). Predictions made by the one‐season‐lead regression model using
DJF observations as predictors show little skill (Figure S7).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Building upon Pu and Ginoux (2017), who found that interannual variations in dustiness in the United
States are largely controlled by variations in local surface wind speed, precipitation, and bareness, we exam-
ine the capability of seasonal dust prediction in the United States by using key controlling factors predicted
by the FLOR seasonal prediction model developed at the NOAA GFDL and an observation‐constrained
regression model (Pu & Ginoux, 2017). It is found that using predicted springtime surface wind and precipi-
tation from the FLOR ensemble initialized at 1 December, the regression model can largely capture the
interannual variations of dust event frequency in the Great Plains during MAM, explaining about 68% of
the variances from 2004 to 2016. When FLOR is initialized with more realistic atmosphere and land initial
conditions, both surface wind and precipitation over the southwestern United States and precipitation in the
northern Great Plains are better predicted; together with the interannual variations of bareness, the regres-
sion model is able to explain 71% of variance of springtime dust event frequency in the Great Plains and 63%
of the variances in the southwestern United States.

Such predictability of dustiness, that is, from 1 December to MAM, lies in both the regression model, which
provides spatial information about the relative importance of each of the local controlling factors and the

Figure 4. Regional averaged dust event frequency (anomalies) (a) in the southwestern United States and (b) the Great Plains in March‐April‐May from Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; obs) and the reconstruction using one‐season‐lead regression model and observed precipitation, bareness, and
surface wind speed in December‐January‐February (model) are shown in blue and orange lines, respectively. The grey shading indicates the 90% confidence interval
(t test).
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prediction skill from FLOR. In FLOR En1 ensemble, the ocean and sea ice components of the model are
initialized from the assimilated data, which contain information of observed sea surface temperature and
sea ice in December. In the En2 ensemble, additional skill is obtained from the more realistic atmosphere
and land initial conditions. Here wintertime sea surface temperature, sea ice, atmosphere, and land initial
conditions are important sources of predictability for FLOR to skillfully predict the variations in precipita-
tion and surface wind speed in the United States about 3 to 6 months later. Seasonal dust prediction skill
is overall lower in the Southwest than the Great Plains, likely due to missing values in the regression model
and difficulties for FLOR to capture the hydro‐climate processes in mountainous area with current
horizontal resolution.

On the other hand, a one‐season‐lead regression model using observed precipitation, surface wind, and
bareness in DJF shows lower skill in reproducing springtime dustiness. Wintertime precipitation and
bareness affect dustiness in spring, but the overall influences are weaker than that from the springtime
controlling factors.

This study is an early attempt to explore the capability of seasonal prediction of dust, and findings here will
provide useful information for building a seasonal dust prediction system. The proposed prediction method
has some limitations. The regressionmodel used here is based on a relatively short time period of DOD; thus,
information regarding to low‐frequency (e.g., decadal) variations in dust is not included. Other factors and
mechanisms (e.g., anthropogenic activities) in addition to surface wind, bareness, and precipitation on the
interannual variations in dustiness are not included. How other large‐scale remote factors, such as El
Niño‐Southern Oscillation, may affect local factors and influence seasonal dust predictability will need
further investigation. Incorporating an interactive dust scheme into seasonal prediction models will likely
provide a more physical‐based prediction and potentially benefit predictions of other variables by including
the radiative forcing from dust (e.g., Pérez et al., 2006). Nonetheless, despite the advantages of interactive
dust schemes, information on soil characteristics in arid regions is sparse and dust emission parameteriza-
tions may be insufficiently constrained making statistical models still quite useful tools. Going beyond sta-
tistical models by using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms offers another new path
to improve skills for seasonal dust prediction.

Data Availability

The MODIS Deep Blue aerosol products were acquired from the Level‐1 and Atmosphere Archive and
Distribution System (LAADS) Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC), located in the Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland (https://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/). PRECL precipitation data are
provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their website at https://www.esrl.
noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.precl.html. ERA‐Interim is downloaded from https://www.ecmwf.int/en/
forecasts/datasets/reanalysis‐datasets/era‐interim. AVHRR leaf area index is downloaded from https://
data.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi‐bin/iso?id=gov.noaa.ncdc:C00898.
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